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Overview of AP English Literature Exam


Multiple Choice Section:

Prose and poetry
Passages tests may come from the 17th, 18th, 19th, or 20th centuries
	Approximately 55 questions covering four-five passages.
Time Limit:  60 minutes
Weight: 45% of total test score



Free Response Section:

	One prompt requiring analysis of a prose passage

One prompt requiring analysis of a poem
One open-ended question, usually related to thematic elements in a novel or play

Time Limit:  120 minutes to write all three essays

Weight:  55% of total score
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EXAM TASKS:  You must be able to decode 4-5 short passages in an hour and answer questions on them.   After the Multiple Choice hour, you have a short break; then you move on to write 3 consecutive essays.  Since you have 120 minutes for this section, each essay should take approximately 40 minutes.  In that time you have to decode the prompt prongs, decode a quotation or passage, make a plan, and write.  Most people need strategies to help them out!





SOME TERMS THAT HAVE BEEN USED ON THE AP EXAM


empathize    
timorous   
transcendent   
reticent   
profundity
disdain    
languor   
piety   
indictment    
servility    
sinister  
ambivalent
lethargic    
truism    
antipathy   
incisiveness    
candor   
conciliatory
indolence   
prudent   
verisimilitude
denotation   
connotation   
bombast
lugubrious
polemical   
pathos   
bathos    
terse   
laconic   
sanguine    
effusive
cynical
ebullient    
introspective   
pedantic   
verbose   
insouciance   
choleric
complexity
contentious     
melancholy   
vitriolic    
jocund   
euphoric  
haughty
sardonic
pithy         

Tone terms (see handout)
 tone shift in paragraphs

Diction-related terms
  connotation
  denotation
  colloquial
  hyperbolic and oratorical
  cliché  
  circumlocution
  stereotypical
  jargon
  level of diction
  specialized diction
  slang
  euphemism
  dogma
  paucity of qualifying 
     adjectives,
  adverbs modifying 
     adjectives,
  words to  modify …
Syntactical terms
  antecedent
  clause
  phrase
  compound sentence
  short simple sentences
  parallel constructions
  parallelism
  balanced sentence structure
  inversion
  ellipsis
  interjection

Logical terms
  thesis
  main thesis
  antithesis
  argumentation
  sarcastic interpretation
  authorial aside
  aesthetic quality
  point of view
  first person immediacy
  concrete evidence
  rhetorical question
  author as impartial arbiter
  exaggeration
  imperious recommendation
  assertion
  qualify
  authoritarianism
  extended metaphor
  addressing audience
  overstatement
  generalization
  citations from well-known 
     authorities
  dramatic incident
  contrasts of opposites
  syllogism
  compare and contrast
  cause and effect
  extended analogy
  anecdotal narration
  question and answer method   
     of building an argument
  rhetorical strategy: 
    accomplishing ___ through 
    these means:  ____
  extended definitions
  fact and assumption
  chronology of events
Reading terms
  interpretation of lines…
  infer/inference
  imply/implication
  fact/opinion
  context
  implicit
  explicit/ inherent
Figurative language terms
  irony
  allusion
  simile and metaphor
  mixed metaphor
  metaphorical language
  analogy
  personification
  allegory
  paradox
   satire

Conventional uses of language
  reference ("master" in lines 14-27   
     refers to . . .)
  ambiguous reference
  antecedent of "it" in lines 11, 12,  
     and 24
  dangling participles
  person shift
  verb tense shift

The phrase in context
Suggestive phrases:
  helps establish
  can be interpreted as
  suggests that
  is probably intended to

The function of
  the word or phrase:
  this quoted sentence
  the *primary* function of     
     the second paragraph
  the word "then" in 
     paragraph seven
  this metaphor
  the fifth paragraph to whole 
     essay
  this sentence in the 
     paragraph

Speaker's
  primary purpose:
  perspective
  attitude
  use of images
  created impression
  assumption that the  
     audience is

Terminology Taken From AP Tests

structure
shift
rhetorical stance
refers to
style
tone
metaphors
understatement
hyperbole
diction
attitude
imagery
internal rhyme
epigrammatic expressions
alliteration
repetition
syntactic patterns
clauses
setting
suspense
contrast
primary effect
refers to (antecedent)
speaker's attitude, views
changing responses
characterize
confidant(e)
ways the character functions
language
structure
imagery
point of view
analyze
meaning, theme
thoughtful laughter
author dramatizes
narrative pace
juxtaposition of ideas
style
tone
conflict
organization
figurative language
distortion
realism
elements of the work
similarities, differences
allusion
pathos
grotesque
mental/psychological awakenings
perceptions
sound devices
narrative structure
choice of specific details
movement of the verse
   sections
chronological sequence
use of language
well-organized
devices
diction, imagery, tone
narrative techniques
resources of language
syntax
narrative pace
choice of details
summarize
techniques
stylistic devices
manipulation of time
effectiveness of the work
specific references
effect
use of detail
disquietude
nature of villainy
metamorphosis
verse form
choice of details
effects on reader
specific references
selection and presentation of details
implausible or strikingly unrealistic 
   incident or character
realistic or plausible elements
view of past used to develop a theme
details
parallel or recurring events and their   
   significance
recurring theme
opposition to society
moral and ethical implications
unique in literary characterization
stereotyped character
conventional character
author's purpose
define subject of story
significance of events
narrator's voice
playwright's techniques
audience's response
central characters
action
setting
compare and contrast characters
characters' responses to each other
structure, ideas
word choice
phrasing
sentence structure
closure
artistic fault
ambiguity
uncertainty
incompatible points of view
dialogue
shape and coherence
narrative artist's craft
symbol
theme
setting
image
characterization
nature of the speaker
retrospect
title-significance
contrast
repetition
allusion
point of view
form
fable
editorial
expository
complex conception
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TONE WORDS
Handout for Students


acerbic 
adoring 
affectionate 
ambiguous
ambivalent
annoyed
antagonistic 
anxious
apathetic 
appreciative
apprehensive
belligerent 
bemused
benevolent
bewildered
biting
bitter
blunt
bossy
brusque
calm 
candid
casual
choleric
cold
colloquial 
comic 
compassionate
complex 
complicated
complimentary
conceited
condescending
confident
confused
contemptuous 
conversational 
cynical
demanding
depressed
derisive
derogatory
desolate
despairing 
desperate
detached
diabolic
direct
disappointed
disrespectful 
doubtful 
earnest 
ecstatic 
effusive
elevated 
eloquent 
embarrassed 
emotional 
empathetic
encouraging
enraged
euphoric
evasive
excited
exhilarated 
facetious
factual
familiar 
fervent
flippant
forceful 
frantic
gloomy
greedy
gushy
harsh
haughty
hilarious
holier-than-thou
hostile 
humorous
impartial 
impatient
indifferent
indignant
inflammatory
informal 
informative
insecure
insistent
insolent 
introspective
ironic 
irreverent
jovial 
joyful
laid-back
learned
lethargic
lively 
lofty
ludicrous
meditative
melancholy
mischievous 
mocking
modest 
mournful
mysterious
nervous
nostalgic
objective
ominous
optimistic
outraged
outspoken
paranoid
passionate
patronizing
pedantic
pensive
pessimistic
placid
playful
poignant
powerful
pretentious 
proud
questioning 
reassuring 
relaxed
resigned
respectful
reticent 
reverent 
ridiculous 
romantic
sarcastic
sardonic
scholarly
selfish
sentimental
serious
severe
sinister
skeptical
solemn
somber
stately
straightforward 
The Five S-Strategy and Passage Analysis—

 Strategy for Close Reading, a preparation for Writing

Discover the Key Sentences.   Preview the passage by reading the first sentence, the last sentence, and by making a quick skimming in between to determine the scope of the work.  By carrying out this step first, you establish a strategy for speed reading that allows for effective pacing.  Put a plus (+) symbol if the connotation is positive and a minus (-) if the connotation is negative.

	Discover the Speaker.  Look for such things as the number of speakers, the narrator’s point of view—first person (narrator as major character, narrator as minor character), third person (omniscient, limited omniscient, or objective).  Unless specified otherwise, analyze from the speaker’s vantage point.  Note anything that gives a clue as to the speaker’s attitude.  Look for pronouns.


	Discover the Situation.  What is happening?  State this situation in one clear sentence.


	Discover the Major Shifts in structure, syntax, or diction, such as wording that evokes certain images and connotations.   Note tone changes that occur within these shifts.


	Discover obvious clumps of effective Syntax and their Purpose.  Look for changes in sentence length, the unusual use of punctuation such as italics or rhetorical questions.  Mark this predominant syntax with an *asterisk, its unusual texture.  Often it will guide the reader to the part of the passage that conveys the most meaning—the CRUX.


Close Reading Strategy for Discovering Shifts

Use the following to identify the shift in a poem or a work of prose:
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	Key Transition Words—but, yet, so, however, although, instead of, still, etc.
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	Pronouns to indicate speakers—note when “I” changes to “you,” to “he,” or to “we,” for example
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	Punctuation—dashes, periods, colons, ellipses, italics, parentheses, rhetorical questions, etc.
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	Divisions or other spacing between stanzas or paragraphs
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Changes in Sentence, Line, or Stanza Length—cumulative or periodic sentences in prose; fragments, enjambment, or caesura in poetry
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Changes in Sound that may indicate changes in meaning—onomatopoeia, poetic euphony (usually soft sounds like “s” or “l”), hard cacophony, attention-getting alliteration, assonance, consonance
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	Changes in Diction—slang to formal, colloquial to clinical, jargon to poetic, or other changes in the level of formality; the connotations of word choices
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A Cluster of Images—Vivid appeals to the senses, word pictures evoked by diction:  “roost,” “fluttered,” “soared,” and “talon,” for instance, might elicit an image of a bird.

SYNTAX CLUES FOR PASSAGE ANALYSIS--
AN AID FOR REDUCING TEST ANXIETY

When facing an unfamiliar passage on a test, standardized or regular course work, students sometimes panic.   Unsure of where to start, they sometimes freeze and get confused as they try to muddle through line by line.
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	A better strategy is to skim the passage looking for TEXTURE—the places that stand out because of an abundance of syntax clues.   


	These clues may be structural, such as a number of sentences or clauses that are inverted, or parallel to each other, or repeat similar words or sounds.  
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	The clues may involve punctuation, such as a series of question marks, quotation marks, exclamation marks, capitalized letters, italics, or dashes.   Wherever these marks congregate, they affect the meaning.   If they stand out on the page, more than likely these CLUMPS are calling for the reader’s attention.   



	Let these SYNTAX CLUMPS help you decode an unfamiliar passage.  Just as you would follow road signs and watch for landmarks along an unfamiliar road, attune yourself to following syntax markers when you read.    
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As you are “driving along,” does the passage have a sudden lane change from long sentences to a series of fragments?  Something is going on there, perhaps a pothole effect.  Slow down and take a look.  Highlight that area as possibly crucial for decoding meaning.   Is a parenthetical expression or an appositive phrase set off by dashes?  This area might contain important information.  Mark it!  Is something capitalized for no apparent reason?  Mark it!  Is a section italicized?  Is something set off in quotation marks all by itself?   Underline, put an asterisk, make it stand out!!!    


	After you have ANNOTATED THE SYNTAX CLUMPS, try reading just those areas and see what you discover.  Does a prominent tone stand out?  Do you get description of a character more clearly?  Does the syntax mark places where an important SHIFT in meaning or narrator point of view occurs?
	Practice for your AP English exam by letting SYNTAX be your guide.  Find it and explain what it DOES in your poem or prose passage.


USE QUOTATIONS TO PROVE EVERYTHING:
Remember to use short quotations from the poem or prose passage you are analyzing.  Always explain whatever you quote!

WHAT MAY BE FOUND IN A SYNTAX CLUMP
(grammatical constructions, order, & punctuation)


Coordinate conjunctions
Subordinate conjunctions
Asyndeton, Polysyndeton
Phrases
    *participial
    *gerund
    *infinitive
    *appositive
    *preposition
Independent clause
Dependent clause
    *adjective
    *adverb
    *noun
Sentence types
    *simple
    *compound
    *complex
    *compound/complex
Sentence beginning
Choppy sentence
Fragment
Order of ideas in sentence
    *split
    *inverted
    *natural
Cumulative sentence
Periodic sentence
Balanced sentence
Polysyllabic words
Punctuation (or lack of it)
Colons, semicolons, dashes
Quotation marks
Question marks
Exclamation marks
Ellipsis (. . .)
Italics
Parenthesis or brackets
Stream of consciousness
Rhetorical devices 
Rhetorical question 
Parallel structure
Anaphora
Repetition
Transitions
Antithesis
Chiasmus
Parenthetical expression
Capitalization (or lack of it)
Caesura & enjambment (in poetry)
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MY ADVICE ON AP ENGLISH EXAM WRITING

INTRODUCTION:   Writers for the AP exams should answer the question quickly, not beating around the bush with thoughts that do not relate directly to the prompt.   A wordy, generalized beginning makes the AP reader expect very little in the paper, as does a one-sentence perfunctory introduction.   Most weak beginnings lead to papers whose writers demonstrate incoherence, bluffing their way through and often using aimless repetition, mostly stating the obvious over and over.  Answer the entire prompt in the introduction to show the AP scoring person that the paper could be heading to the upper half zone.  (Create an INTRODUCTION strong enough that, left to its own devices, it could produce a 3—based on brevity of response.) 

	PLANNING:  Students should not begin writing until they get the full picture of the prompt and passage. Simply parroting the prompt leads to floundering around, grasping for answers as you go, instead of knowing where you are headed from the start. Writing directly on the passage and making quick notes and outlines in the margins enable most writers to organize their ideas more efficiently. Learning acronyms for AP strategy retention works wonders.  Most successful writers not only to mark up the passage but also fill in briefly some pre-planned steps, such as what I teach with the FIVE S Strategy.  That extra five minutes of planning is well worth it!  Students who fail to read closely and plan carefully frequently wind up skimming and creating quick responses that go nowhere.  Essays that paraphrase without analysis, or have too many errors, can receive no more than 3.


	INDENTATION AND TOPIC SENTENCES IN SUPPORT PARAGRAPHS:  Students should indent paragraphs clearly and create TOPIC SENTENCES to indicate organized thought processes.  A paper without indentations often confuses a reader; and lack of topic sentences makes navigating through the work more difficult. Some papers receiving scores of 2 or 3 sometimes have three or four long, painful pages of confused thinking and rambling!  Having clear topic sentences helps the student stay organized and keeps the scoring person happily on focus. 


	QUOTES AND COMMENTARY:  To score at least a 5, students MUST use specific and relevant words from the passage for support. Connecting the quotes and/or indirect passage references to the main point of the question with COMMENTARY is crucial, however. Random clumps of quotes without some explanation clog the sense of the essay and are obvious space fillers.  Readers see through this ploy right away, and it is aggravating!  Explain your quotes, and tie everything you say to your prompt keywords and your thesis!


	DICTION AND REPETITION:  An arsenal of appropriate vocabulary (WORDS =diction) and analytical wording reveal a brilliant mind at work, but writers should make certain that the words fit.  Some people stick in big words just to sound scholarly; ironically, some of their papers score a 2 for obscuring clarity and saying nothing of relevance to the prompt. AP students should develop a mental thesaurus to avoid repeating the same words over and over.  NOTE:  Stay in active voice as much as possible as one remedy for repetition and other superfluous wording.  Say “The dog bit the cat” instead of “The cat was bitten by the dog.”  (4 words compared to 7)


	SENTENCE VARIETY:  Short choppy sentences without variety in beginnings and/or transitional wording indicate a student who has little background in grammar and style, probably someone who has read and written minimally.  Vary your writing construction (GRAMMAR=syntax) just as you would anything else, learning how to connect ideas with transitional wording, participial phrases, appositives, subordinate clauses, etc. Imagine children making the same tower or castle each time they played with blocks.  They soon would become bored with the whole procedure.  Likewise, both student writers and AP readers get bored when everything is formulaic, lacking a voice and some individual pizzazz!  Practicing and experimenting with different sorts of syntactical devices help develop and perfect this element of style.


SAMPLE PASSAGE for Practice Decoding
Five-S Strategy

Piano
By D.H. Lawrence
             1    Softly, in the dusk, a woman is singing to me; 
              2    Taking me back down the vista of years, till I see 
              3    A child sitting under the piano, in the boom of the tingling strings 
              4     And pressing the small, poised feet of a mother who smiles as she sings. 

              5    In spite of myself, the insidious mastery of song 
              6    Betrays me back, till the heart of me weeps to belong 
              7    To the old Sunday evenings at home, with winter outside 
              8    And hymns in the cozy parlour, the tinkling piano our guide. 

              9    So now it is vain for the singer to burst into clamour 
          10    With the great black piano appassionato. The glamour 
            11    Of childish days is upon me, my manhood is cast 
            12    Down in the flood of remembrance, I weep like a child for the past. 
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Activities:   

After reading and annotating the poem above, fill in the Five-S  Strategy sheet on the following page.   The wording is generic, so you can use the Five-S form with any poem—ones from past exams, those students find, or ones teachers select.


Create a simple Decoding Statement that includes the title and author,  the speaker, and the total picture of the situation.  If you can add an idea or two about analysis, that it always a plus.  You want to prove that you understand the passage totally.








THE FIVE-S STRATEGY FOR PASSAGE ANALYSIS
Practice Decoding “Piano”

Key Sentences—Annotate and/or read the passage carefully to determine the connotations—plus, minus, or ? (uncertain).  Write a one-sentence prediction of what most likely will occur in the reading passage.  Write out the parts that gave you the clues.  
     _________________________________________________________________
	_________________________________________________________________
	_________________________________________________________________

Speaker—Write a one-sentence response about the Narrator Point of View and state   
HOW this point of view is important in this passage.  Explain any shifts in narrator point 
of view or in speakers. 
	_________________________________________________________________
	_________________________________________________________________
	_________________________________________________________________		_________________________________________________________________	
	
	Situation—Write a one-sentence response that explains the situation and gives any   
      special connection to the title.
	________________________________________________________
	________________________________________________________	

	Shifts—Annotate shifts clearly.  Then write a sentence or two explaining the nature of    
      the shifts and what effect they produce in the passage.  Discuss any devices that are 
      connected with the shifts.
	________________________________________________________
	________________________________________________________
	________________________________________________________
	________________________________________________________

  Syntax—Annotate parts of the passage with significant syntax.  Pay particular note to 
  any Syntax Clumps.  Write a short explanation of the types of syntax elements you 
  encounter and what Effects they produce in the passage.
	________________________________________________________
	________________________________________________________
	________________________________________________________
	________________________________________________________

  *CRUX—Mark the Crux of the passage (or write it out), the section that leads to the 
  most obvious statement of overall meaning.  Be sure to quote it in your essay!
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WITH YOUR GROUP, DISCUSS YOUR DECODING STATEMENTS.

WHAT DOES WHAT –BASICS FOR AP
DECODING PASSAGES


The most crucial thing about diction or syntax is that it can produce the overall tone, the predominant attitude, or a universal theme that contributes to the meaning of a passage or work.  When you discover a particular tone in a passage, you must go a step further to answer HOW did you figure it out?  The answer always goes back to the word choices (diction) or such things as the punctuation and the arrangement of the words (grammar/syntax).  

	DICTION—Words that describe tone usually work for diction as well:  sinister diction, whining diction, caustic, etc.    In other words, GIVE DICTION A NAME.  If wording is awkward—which it sometimes is in discussing diction—use the word connotation:  “diction that has the connotation of luxury, despair, or decay.”  


	When you evaluate passages from a selection, begin by circling the words and phrases that DO something:  define an attitude, develop a character, contribute to a theme, or create an overall tone.   Don’t pile devices into your paper without any connection to what they’re producing. Always stop and ask yourself, “SO? SO? SO?  What do they DO?”


	QUOTATIONS—Anytime you discuss or write about a passage, you MUST pull out quoted words and phrases to prove your point, whether it is to show examples of diction (or imagery) that create a certain mood or dashes (syntax) used for emphasis or hesitation.  (SEE SYNTAX SECTION WHICH FOLLOWS.)



	SYNTAX—Syntax, the way words are ordered and the punctuation used as guides for reading, has a purpose for aiding in analyzing a text.   For instance, parallel structure often hammers home a relevant point, and a periodic sentence (an independent clause coming at the end of phrases and dependent clauses) can create suspense, since the reader often has to labor through an abundance of description before getting to the main point. 


	You do not have to quote the entire sentence to illustrate the syntax or sentence structure.  Some ideas might be as follows: 


	“The many parenthetical expressions—such as ‘of course,’ ‘naturally,’ and ‘they all say’ – create an element of sarcasm”; or


	 “The continual repetition of the beginning phrase ‘in the smoggy city’ emphasizes the main character’s revulsion at….”  


	In the following example, however, you need the whole sentence to make your point: “The sudden spurt of short sentences produces a staccato effect, demonstrating his frenzied state of mind:  ‘The idea gripped me; it rattled my psyche; I was overcome.’”
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WAIT!   Are some terms eluding you?  The AP manual, plus other AP prep manuals, books and web sites have lists of definitions.   Discuss among yourselves, and then all together, terms with which you are unfamiliar.   Having the exact rhetorical or literary term , however,  is not as important as being able to explain it.  Whether you call something “repetition” or “anaphora” isn’t as important as connecting your device to your prompt position.  Show, through quotations, what the device DOES.  Then add commentary.




DIGGING DEEP

Under the surface of some of the older writing that appears on the AP Literature exam is basic thought that begs for interpretation.

Students must be taught how to “excavate” beneath the surface of the passage or poem to uncover the meaning that lies below.

The Five-S Strategy for Passage Analysis gives students a decoding tool with which to dig, a “shovel” to uncover meaning from works that are antiquated or obscure.

	SENTENCES—Skim over the first and last sentences and notice the connotations.  Does the passage progress from clinical observation to dynamic questioning, from a simple question to a surge of poetic prose?  Skim through the passage quickly to get an overview of the content, to make a prediction about what is involved.


	SPEAKER—Determine the speaker—named, unnamed; first person, third person; one speaker or more.  Analyze from the speaker’s point of view, not from a personal vantage point or from a reader’s vantage point.


	SITUATION—From the skimming, identify the situation.  What is happening?  Once you figure this out, you will be on your way to the treasure!


	SHIFTS—Notice KEYWORDS that give clues to a change:  transitional words like “and,” “but,” or “so; long-sentence pattern suddenly producing a short fragment; a change in narrator point of view (1st person to third person); a syntactical “clump” of dashes, question marks, or fragments, for instance, that calls out for careful attention.  Where a shift occurs, usually you will find a treasure trove of meaning.  Let shifts and syntax be your guide to un-earthing the CRUX, the writing jewels of antiquity or obscurity!


	SYNTAX.  Carry syntax tools with you as you excavate.  Look for that series of repeated clauses, that italicized or capitalized word that stands alone, the dashes that set off a main point, a rhetorical question, ellipses (…) to show a change of mind or an omission, an exclamation to unearth some passion.



**NOTE:  As you use this strategy in your excavation, annotate the passage well so you can see the points that stand out.  If the passage is particularly befuddling, go ONLY to the places you have marked.  More than likely, you can obtain the meaning you need for your essay or multiple choice questions without identifying every single word.
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ACTIVITY:  Skim through the following “old and/or obscure” passages and try decoding them with the Five-S Strategy.  (NO FAIR if you already know the passage!)


George Herbert 
The Collar             WE WILL COVER THIS IN CLASS - VAZQUEZ
Consider:  Significance of title, purpose of dialogue, syntax clump, imagery of restraint.  Work through the FIVE S’s and come to a general statement about speaker, situation, and tone—as shown thrown syntax and diction .   

I struck the board, and cried, "No more!
I will abroad.
What! shall I ever sigh and pine?
My lines and life are free; free as the road,
Loose as the wind, as large as store.
Shall I be still in suit?
Have I no harvest but a thorn
To let me blood, and not restore
What I have lost with cordial fruit?
Sure there was wine
Before my sighs did dry it; there was corn
Before my tears did drown it.
Is the year only lost to me?
Have I no bays to crown it?
No flowers, no garlands gay? all blasted?       
All wasted?
Not so, my heart; but there is fruit,
And thou hast hands.
Recover all thy sigh-blown age
On double pleasures; leave thy cold dispute
Of what is fit and not; forsake thy cage,
Thy rope of sands,
Which petty thoughts have made, and made to thee
Good cable, to enforce and draw,
And be thy law,
While thou didst wink and wouldst not see.
Away! take heed;
I will abroad.
Call in thy death's-head there; tie up thy fears;
He that forbears
To suit and serve his need
Deserves his load."
But as I rav'd, and grew more fierce and wild
At every word,
Me thoughts I heard one calling, "Child";
And I replied, "My Lord."
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***NOTE: USE COLOR TO POINT OUT THE IMPORTANT POINTS TO AID IN DECODING MEANING FROM THESE PASSAGES.

Key Sentences—Annotate the poem by George Herbert to determine the connotations—plus, minus, or ? (uncertain).  Write a one-sentence clear prediction of what most likely will occur in the reading passage.  Underline the parts of the passage that gave you the clues.  
     _________________________________________________________________
	_________________________________________________________________
	_________________________________________________________________

Speaker—Write a one-sentence response about the Narrator Point of View and state HOW this point of view is important in this passage.  Explain any shifts in narrator point of view or in speakers.   Is he moving, or is he thinking?  Where?
	_________________________________________________________________
	_________________________________________________________________
	_________________________________________________________________		_________________________________________________________________	
	
Situation—Write a one-sentence response that explains the situation and gives any special connection to the title.  What is going on?  How do you know?
	________________________________________________________
	________________________________________________________	

Shifts—Annotate shifts clearly.  Then write a sentence or two explaining the nature of the shifts and what effect they produce in the passage.  Discuss any devices that are connected with the shifts.   Where does the first sentence end?
	________________________________________________________
	________________________________________________________
	________________________________________________________
	________________________________________________________

Syntax—Annotate parts of the passage with significant syntax.  Pay particular note to any Syntax Clumps.  Write a short explanation of the types of syntax elements you encounter and what Effects they produce in the passage.
	________________________________________________________
	________________________________________________________
	________________________________________________________
	________________________________________________________

CRUX—Mark the Crux of the passage, the section that leads to the most obvious statement of overall meaning.  This one clearly states the literal versus the metaphorical meanings.
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With a partner, discuss your answers.  Then share with the group.



RUBRIC OF ALL RUBRICS
*Will Work on any Pre-AP or AP Prompt

9-8
	Superior papers specific in their references, cogent in their definitions, and free of plot summary that is not relevant to the question. These essays need not be without flaws, but they demonstrate the writer's ability to discuss a literary work with insight and understanding and to control a wide range of the elements of effective composition.  At all times they stay focused on the prompt, providing specific support—mostly through direct quotations—and connecting scholarly commentary to the overall meaning.

7-6
	These papers are less thorough, less perceptive or less specific than 9-8 papers. They are well-written but with less control of effective language. While they stay clearly focused on the prompt and demonstrate the writer’s ability to analyze a work of written English, they reveal a more limited understanding and less stylistic maturity than do the papers in the 9-8 range. 

5
	Safe and “plastic,” superficiality characterizes these essays. Discussion of meaning may be formulaic, mechanical, or inadequately related to the chosen details. Typically, these essays reveal simplistic thinking and/or immature writing. They usually demonstrate inconsistent control over the elements of composition and are not as well conceived, organized, or developed as the upper-half papers. However, the writing is sufficient to convey the writer's ideas, stays mostly focused on the prompt, and contains at least some effort to produce analysis, direct or indirect.  Errors are not excessive.

4-3
	Discussion is likely to be unpersuasive, perfunctory, underdeveloped or misguided. The meaning these essays deduce may be inaccurate or insubstantial and not clearly related to the question. Part of the question may be omitted altogether. The writing may convey the writer's ideas, but it reveals weak control over such elements as diction, organization, syntax or grammar. Typically, these essays contain significant misinterpretations of the question or the work they discuss; they may also contain little, if any, supporting evidence, and practice paraphrase and plot summary at the expense of analysis.

2-1
	These essays compound the weakness of essays in the 4-3 range and are frequently unacceptably brief. They are poorly written on several counts, including many distracting errors in grammar and mechanics. Although the writer may have made some effort to answer the question, the views presented have little clarity or coherence
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AP Multiple-Choice Stems—shortened version

Use to create your MC practice test.
(Certain words/phrases underlined for emphasis)


	The speaker’s primary purpose in the passage is to 

The phrase       functions primarily as
The attitude of the entire passage (or parts of the passage) is one of 
The author uses this (certain image) for the purpose of 
The main rhetorical strategy of the       paragraph is for the purpose of 
The word       in context (line      ) is best interpreted to mean
Lines       can be interpreted to mean
The reason for the shift in tone is due to 
The word/phrase       in line       refers to which of the following?
	In relation to the passage as a whole, the statement in the first sentence presents [syntax]
In lines       the speaker employs which of the following rhetorical strategies?
Which of the following best summarizes the main topic of the passage?
In the sentence beginning      , the speaker employs all of the following EXCEPT
The style of the passage as a whole is most accurately characterized as
The principal contrast employed by the author in the passage/paragraph is between
The primary rhetorical function of lines       is to
The speaker’s reference to       serves primarily to
The tone of the passage shifts from one of       to one of      .
The second sentence (line      ) is unified by metaphorical references pertaining to
It can be inferred by the description of       that which of the following qualities are valued by the speaker?
The antecedent for       in the clause       is
The type of argument employed by the speaker is most similar to which of the following?
The speaker describes       in an order best described as from the
The pattern of exposition exemplified in the passage is best described as
The point of view indicated in the phrase       in line       is that of
The atmosphere established in the       sentence of paragraph       is mainly one of 
The function of the clauses introduced by       in lines       is to
The sentence       in lines       contains which of the following?
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SAMPLE STUDENT MULTIPLE CHOICE TEST QUESTIONS
Taken from the Possessing the Secret of Joy by Alice Walker


PAPERS THAT SCORE A 9 HAVE:

	FOCUS on the prompt, apt and cogent support

	CONTROL of the English language
	DICTION appropriate and well-chosen
	SENTENCE VARIETY that shows mature style
	VOICE over formula
	MINOR ERRORS that don’t trip up the scorer


     PAPERS THAT SCORE A 4 HAVE:

	WEAK grasp, if any, on the prompt; little support AND/OR
	WEAK control of basic language, disorganized AND/OR
	WEAK diction that repeats or confuses   AND/OR
	WEAK and repetitive sentence structure, formulaic writing   AND/OR
	WEAK voice, if any   AND/OR
	WEAK usage and editing skills; errors trip up the scorer    AND/OR

      WEAK analytical skills, strong on PLOT



EVIDENCE THAT SNAPS AND SPARKLES



	We all have them on state exams, the SAT, college admission essays, and even the AP exams:  the perfunctory prompts that lull unwary students into formulaic responses.  However, with some training, young writers can learn how to put some jazzy voice into their essays, waking up the benumbed scoring person and tossing him or her into paroxysms of joy.   It’s easy, even with the most clichéd of prompts:



	Amass a decent college vocabulary but also develop a descriptive vocabulary that explodes on paper, bedazzling the teacher or the AP reader.


	Develop a mental thesaurus of synonyms to avoid repeating and repeating and repeating the same trite expressions.


	Avoid empty words like “nice,” “very,” “good,” “thing,” “a lot,” etc.


	Use action verbs, such as “bombard,” “infuse,” “crackle,” and “muse” instead of vague linking verbs, like “are,” “was,” “is,” or “seems.”


	Begin sentences with a spectacular participial phrase or dependent clause instead of a worn out “This book is about” or “In this passage.”


	Think of a novel approach to a particularly uninspiring prompt, something that no one else will envision.  Take this idea and bring it to life through precise diction and creative syntax.



2005 AP English Literature and Composition
Free Response Question 1
Prompt: The poems below, published in 1789 and 1794, were written by William Blake in response to the condition of chimney sweeps. Usually small children, sweeps were forced inside chimneys to clean their interiors. Read the two poems carefully. Then, in a well-written essay, compare and contrast the two poems, taking into consideration the poetic technique Blake uses in each.

          The Chimney Sweeper   (1789)

When my mother died I was very young
And my father sold me while yet my tongue
Could scarcely cry “ ‘weep! ‘weep! ‘weep! ‘weep!”*
So your chimneys I sweep & in soot I sleep.

There’s little Tom Dacre, who cried when his head
That curl’d like a lamb’s back, was shav’d, so I said,
“Hush, Tom! never mind it, for when your head’s bare,
You know that the soot cannot spoil your white hair.”

And so he was quiet, & that very night,
As Tom was a-sleeping he had such a sight!
That thousands of sweepers, dick, Joe, Ned, & Jack,
Were all of them lock’d up in coffins of black;

And by came an Angel who had a bright key,
And he open’d the coffins & set them all free;
Then down a green plain, leaping, laughing they run,
And wash in a river and shine in the Sun;

Then naked & white, all their bags left behind,
They rise upon clouds, and sport in the wind.
And the Angel told Tom, if he’d be a good boy,
He’d have God for his father & never want joy.

And so Tom awoke; and we rose in the dark
And got with our bags & our brushes to work.
Tho’ the morning was cold, Tom was happy & warm;

The Chimney Sweep (1794)

A little black thing among the snow
Crying “’weep, ‘weep,” in notes of woe!
“Where are thy father & mother? Say?”
“They are both gone up to church to pray.
“Because I was happy upon the heath,
And smil’d among the winter’s snow;
They clothed me in the clothes of death,
And taught me to sing the notes of woe.
“And because I am happy, & dance & sing,
They think they have done me no injury,
And are gone to praise God & his Priest & king,
Who make up a heaven of our misery.”


                                  
                                       
CONSIDER:

--First & Last Sentences—CLUES?

--Situation?

--Speaker?  One or more?

--Shifts?  Syntax?  Dialogue—
  locate quotations?

--Tones created by Diction?

--Annotate and discuss with your teacher.
Share ideas.

So if all do their duty, they need not fear harm.


*The child’s lisping attempt at the chimney sweep’s street cry, “Sweep! Sweep!”

William Blake, “The Chimney Sweeper,” The Complete Poetry and Prose of William Blake, ed. David V. Erdman (1789; 1794; Berkeley; University of California Press, 1965).



EXAMPLE OF ESSAY “SPARKLE”--  Note the diction, especially the VERBS:

Both William Blake’s 1789 poem “The Chimney Sweeper” and his 1794 opus of the same title express disgust and pity for the plight of the sweeps they center around. Blake drives an enormous perspective leap into the five years between the two works, however, juxtaposing the color imagery and childishly hopeful tone of the first with the bitter diction and attitude of its successor. Weaving a comforting thread of religious redemption throughout his earlier effort, the poet counterattacks the hypocrisy of the religious institution in his follow-up, marking the difference between “ris[ing] upon clouds… happy and warm,” and “a heaven of… misery.”
     Tripping along in iambic tetrameter, the first-person speaker of the earlier poem recounts his own experiences as a sweep with all the overzealous cheer of a nursery rhyme. “When my mother died I was very young, and my father sold me while yet my tongue could scarcely cry ‘’weep! ‘weep! ‘weep! ‘weep!” the speaker reminisces, making a pun between his youthful tears and childish mispronunciation of his trade. Though the narrator concedes to his pitiful living conditions, (“your chimneys I sweep and in soot I sleep”), his naïve optimism permeates the poem. When “little Tom Dacre” – who seems to belong on a hillside with Jack, Jill, or the Knave of Hearts – cries about his shaved coif, the speaker consoles him with: “’Hush, Tom! Never mind it, for when your head’s bare, you know that the soot cannot spoil your white hair.’” This unwarranted hopefulness takes visual form as the narrating urchin describes a dream in which “an Angel” sets the soot-soiled laborers free to “rise upon clouds and sport in the wind.” Light and dark diction merges with color imagery, as the speaker chatters effusively about the “coffins of black,” “bright key,” “green plain,” and “shin[ing]… sun” of his redemptive spiritual fantasy. “The Angel told Tom,” the young story-teller gushes, “if he’d be a good boy, he’d have God for his father and never want joy.” Clinging to this hope of religious refuge, the speaker concludes at the start of a new day, comforting himself that “tho’ the morning [is] cold… if all do their duty, they need not fear harm.”
     Scoffing at the spiritual reassurance of it predecessor, Blake’s 1794 effort lashes out with fiery bitterness at the hypocrisy responsible for the sweep’s nightmarish lives. “Where are thy mother and father? Say?” the piece’s third-person speaker asks a coal-coated young boy. “They are both gone up to the church to pray,” the youth replies, spewing misery diction such as “notes of woe,” “little black thing,” and “clothes of death” for emphasis. The poem’s iambic pentameter also proves more forceful than its counterpart’s sing-song rhythm, building to the third and final stanza’s acrimonious attack on the pious façade of religious establishment. “Because I… dance & sing, they think they have done me no injury,” the benighted sweep moans. “[They] are gone up to praise God and his Priest and King, who make up a heaven of our misery.”
     Though both Blake’s 1789 “The Chimney Sweeper,” and his identically titled 1794 rehash share a common topic, their respective aims are as disparate as grimy ash and magical pixie-dust. While the first poem clings tenaciously to a childish hope of spiritual reward, the following effort lashes out at the pious hypocrisy responsible for the sweep’s miserable existence. “Because I was happy upon the heath,” the latter urchin hisses, “they clothed me in the clothes of death.” Though the first poem’s speaker finds such garb “happy and warm,” his counterpart can only grovel “among the snow,” perpetually singing the mournful “notes of woe.”     





AP EXAM STRATEGIES FOR MULTIPLE CHOICE TESTS
--works for SAT too!


1.  Skim the MC section in a minute.  Decide which passage is the easiest for you and start there!  Save the MEANY for last.  If you run out of time, at least you will have accumulated more points.  (If you go out of numerical order, however, double-check your answers carefully to make certain that you don't fill in the wrong slots!)

2. Read for the whole context first.  Try reading the first one or two sentences and the last one or two to get an idea of the scope of the passage.   Skim over the wording looking for TEXTURE--places where you will find such things as REPEATED DICTION,  SYNTAX CLUMPS and/or an abundance of IMAGERY.  Remember the FIVE S's!!  Identify connotative wording at the beginning and at the end.  Does the passage change in any way?  After examining the beginning and end, skim for overall texture.  Where do you see syntax clumps, for example?

2.  Annotate!  Draw quick lines between connecting ideas that you see immediately on the page.   Underline, circle, or star key areas, just as you would on a passage for an essay.  

3. After you skim read and annotate briefly, quickly move through the questions, making temporary guesses.  Star difficult questions and come back only if you have time.  You have approximately 15 minutes to read a passage and answer from 10 to 16 questions.  Don't waste time on something that is mind-boggling.  With high essays, you can pass the exam with 30 of the approximate 55 questions answered correctly. (30 points)   

3. Realize the questions are your allies--they will help you determine where to go back and reread certain parts of the passage (the clues and the line numbers).

4. Read for implications--suggested meanings behind the words.  

5. Analyze and interpret sections of the passage with the questions as guides, keeping the context in mind.  Make sure you understand what the verbs mean in each question—infer, evaluate, identify, etc.

6. Master literary and rhetorical terms in advance.  If you can't recognize a crucial word, you may not be able to answer a question!

7.  Reasonable guesses (certainty between one of two answers) are wise.  Wild guesses are not worth the risk--points are deducted for wrong answers.  (1/4 point for each one!!)  

8.  Pace yourself, and don't try to read the passage word for word.  You won't get through.  Bring a wristwatch to help you keep up with the timing in case the proctor doesn’t do it.
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*NOTE:  Some people have success skimming the questions first before attacking the passage itself.  Sometimes clues to overall meaning are conveniently conspicuous.  Try this approach, but only use if it works.  Different strategies work for different students!  Find what works for you.



Here are some alternates to using the word “show:”

portrays					utilizes			asserts		
identifies				magnifies		exposes
demonstrates				theorizes		suggests		
indicates					questions		discloses
depicts					conceals	
states					suggests	
proves					discloses					
answers					justifies				
exhibits					magnifies
explains					exposes
displays					asserts
illustrates				conveys					
reveals					creates				
ponders					employs

USE ALSO: pontificates, reiterates, moralizes, preaches, if the occasion warrants it.




TWENTY THINGS YOU CAN DO RIGHT NOW TO WRITE BETTER ESSAYS
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“If knowledge is the ultimate weapon, wouldn’t that 
be a violation of the school’s security policy?”
—Cartoon by Randy Glasbergen


	Your paper must be legible.  Handwriting counts.  On several papers, I simply gave up trying to figure out what the people were saying because it was impossible to read the handwriting.  .  The AP people are forgiving; as much as they can, they will try to read the essay, and I have had students who have passed the test even with abysmal handwriting.  However, if you make reading a pleasure for the examiner and not a chore, that has got to work in your favor.  Also, large childish scrawl makes a paper look amateurish and unsophisticated.  Good handwriting matters; the onus is on you to communicate your ideas; it should not be the reader’s job to untangle the mess.  You need to spend the time proofreading.  There were many errors that could have been corrected if you had taken a few extra minutes to read your paper over carefully.  At this point in the game, your sentences should make sense!!  Unfortunately, there were a few papers where the writers rushed so much that their minds were ahead of their hands.  Don’t make the reader work so hard—you will pay for it in the end.


	DO NOT WRITE A LAUNDRY LIST OF DEVICES: “The writer uses diction, imagery, and syntax to get his point across.”  Every minute you open your mouth you are using diction, imagery and syntax.  Therefore, it renders your sentence illogical and immaterial.


Put quotation marks around sentences, phrases, or even single words that you have lifted out of the passage.  Many people just copy the line without putting quotes around it.  This is an absolute must; otherwise, you are plagiarizing the passage.

	Use the last name of the writer.  You are not acquainted with the writer so you do not have the right to call him by his first name.  Just use last names.  It’s standard form.  Don’t call her Joan!  (or in one memorable case, Doan!!!) That person also thought the writer was a man!  OY!!!


	Don’t start every paragraph in the same way.  Can you imagine how monotonous it is to read: quotation, explanation, quotation, explanation, quotation, explanation.  I darn near fell asleep!!!!  Don’t even start paragraphs with a quotation.  Quotes should fit neatly and snuggly inside the paragraph.  If you are only going to use a phrase or one word, it should fit nicely into the rest of the sentence.


	Don’t overquote.  Some people quote more than they write.  This is a miserable excuse for an essay: long quotes and one sentence for commentary or explanation.  Then another long quote or several short ones: look how I filled up my essay.  Stringing quotes is not the way to go.  Select judiciously those quotes that will advance your ideas.


	Write more.  Some people wrote two sides and a bit of a third.  Skipping lines and allowing for handwriting, this would only amount to one side of a page in a test booklet.  That’s not enough!!  The more you write, the more likely you will nail what they want you to see.  HOWEVER, a longer essay is not necessarily a good one.

	Don’t make sweeping statements about life or any one group in particular.  


“Often, a huge disappointment in someone’s life can cause that person to lose respect for themselves”

	    Don’t be so literal all the time: look for nuances- what you think of as literal may be a metaphor for something


	 Don’t write sentences that make no sense or say nothing. These are the ones I call GNDN- GOES NOWHERE, DOES NOTHING.
 I actually read the following:



	Remember: commentary.  What is commentary?  It is your take on the poem or prose passage.  Your opinions matter.  You are not a mindless drone who simply makes accurate generalizations on what the poem or prose passage is about.  Your imagination, your values, your insight are priceless.  SOMEONE IS ASKING FOR YOUR OPINION!!! GIVE IT TO HIM!!

	Don’t rely on monotonous phrasing or monotonous organization.  One student talks about diction this way:  This conjures up the image of…. or that conjures up the idea that….  If you find yourself using any phrase more than once, knock it off.  Also vary the way you present ideas.  Some people follow a monotonous pattern of quote, commentary…. Quote commentary…  BORING!!!!


	LEARN IMPLY AND INFER!  REMEMBER: The writer implies, the reader infers!!


	FORGET THE READER- Some people write “the reader sees this or the reader sees that.”  Who else is looking at it?  Just make the statement.  Instead of saying “the reader sees the heartbreak of the speaker,” say “The speaker is heartbroken.”


	Don’t assume that the writer and the speaker are one.  The writer often creates a persona to speak for him. Remember?  Unless you know for sure that the author is the speaker, don’t assume it!  And at least spell the person’s name right, for crying out loud.  


	For the last time: dump the following words: probably, possibly, maybe, could be, might be, almost, etc. These words make you sound unsure of yourself.  WRITE LIKE A LION, NOT LIKE A LAMB!  WHOEVER HEARD OF RAMPAGING LAMBS???  RAMPAGE MY LIONS! SIC ‘EM!!!

The word is supposed not suppose.  I was supposed to do this last week.  He was supposed to pick me up, etc.  If you use “suppose” by itself, then you say this:  I suppose you are going along too.  I suppose I must go to Gold’s class after all.  The same is true with prejudice and prejudiced.  He is a very prejudiced man.   I hate prejudice.


	Finally, do not go on and on about today’s society.  Stick to the book, the poem or the passage.  Do not make sweeping generalizations about life.  When a student writes about today’s society, it’s a dead giveaway that she didn’t read the book.


	Do not write “in the play,”  “in the novel,”  “in the passage” etc. at the end of a sentence.


	Use apostrophes to show possession.  This is Chad’s book.  These are   the speaker’s feelings about his beloved.  Do not use apostrophes just because you add an “s” to a word!  Then you end up with things like see’s.  ARGH!!!!!



FINALLY, WE COME TO THE MOST IMPORTANT PART:

Analyze, don’t summarize.  Some people think if they simply restate what the passage is saying and they do so accurately, then they have completed the assignment.  EEK!!!!  Did you look for and consider the following:
diction???  What do individual words or phrases mean and indicate about the theme??
tone???  What was the attitude that the writer had, what emotions are being transmitted to you? How do they change?
style??  What was her syntax like?    What kind of language did she use?
 	 Did she use repetition of words or concepts?
d.    literary devices??? metaphors??   similes??  anything??
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Now for some lighter moments:
A child comes home from his first day at school. His Mother asks, "Well, what did you learn today?"
    The kid replies, "Not enough. They want me to come back tomorrow."
*********************************************************************************
According to a radio report, a middle school in Oregon was faced with a unique problem. A number of girls were beginning to use lipstick and would put it on in the bathroom. That was fine, but after they put on their lipstick they would press their lips to the mirror leaving dozens of little lip prints.
    Finally the principal decided that something had to be done.  She called all the girls into the bathroom and met them there with the maintenance man. She explained that all these lip prints were causing a major problem for the custodian who had to clean the mirrors every night. To demonstrate how difficult it was to clean the mirrors, she asked the maintenance man to clean one of the mirrors. He took out a long-handled squeegee, dipped it into the toilet and then cleaned the mirror.
    Since then there have been no lip prints on the mirror. There are teachers and then there are TEACHERS
*********************************************************************************"Smartness runs in my family. When I went to school I was so smart my teacher was in my class for five years."        — Gracie Allen
************************************************************************************
PUPIL: Teacher, would you punish me for something I didn't do?
TEACHER: Of course not!
PUPIL: Good, because I didn't do my homework




LITERARY REVIEW FOR AP EXAM 
ADVANCED PLACEMENT LITERATURE AND COMPOSITION

REQUIREMENTS:
Title
Author
Setting
Time Period

List the pertinent details of the author’s background as they relate to the book.  How has the writer’s experiences influenced the work?
List Main Characters- detailed descriptions of each
physical appearance
personality traits
error(s) in judgment
aspirations and dreams

List Minor Characters- you can give the basics here; however, it was only a few years ago that a minor character’s function in the work was the basis of the open-ended question.  So ask yourself, what purpose does this character serve in the novel?

Main Conflict- what is the pivotal event in the book?  Detail it carefully.  Make sure you write about it on the exam.

List at least 3 themes: Remember themes are not a word or a phrase but an entire sentence that reveals the author’s purpose or attitude towards the subject.

For each theme, offer an example of an incident which illustrates it.
Symbolism- make a list of the symbols and their significance

Imagery- what are the images that you cannot get out of your mind?  List them here.

Quotations: select five or more that you can memorize and that you think have significance to the work.

Archetypes (if applicable-optional but recommended)

Style- select one passage from the novel or one scene from the play and analyze for syntax and diction. Either paste the passage or scene from an online version or retype it onto your review.

Web Sites- list two supplemental articles that help you to understand the book better and write a brief summary of the contents including intriguing points that had not occurred to you before.

BE GRINDINGLY THOROUGH FOLKS!!! YOUR EFFORTS WILL PAY OFF.  THE CHOICE OF THE BOOK IS YOURS.  HOWEVER, IF YOUR REVIEW OF A BOOK LOOKS TOO MUCH LIKE SOMEONE ELSE’S, I WILL KNOW THAT YOU DIDN’T DO IT.

LITERARY DEVICES:

You have studied literary devices from the beginning of the year.  The most important thing to remember is that each is chosen for a specific purpose.  Your job is not only to identify the device but also to uncover the reason for the employment of the device.  Identification without analysis really serves no purpose.  So ask  yourself:  why did Andrew Marvell use aedenic imagery in “To His Coy Mistress?”  How did the Duke convey his tone of voice in “My Last Duchess?”  How did Tennyson use synecdoche in “Ulysses?”

Literary devices contribute significantly to the establishment of tone, mood, and themes.  You will be frequently asked to consider how they contribute to the theme of a work.

Some review:  Do you remember these?

 metaphor					17.  allusion
 simile						18  dramatic monologue
 apostrophe					19. elegy-elegiac
 metonymy					20. hubris, hamartia,		
 synecdoche					21. parody
 zeugma						22. litotes
7.     stream of consciousness				23. satire	
8.     fabliau						24. gothic
9.     staccato						25. verisimilitude
10.   rhythm						26. rhetorical question		
11.   personification					27. irony				
12.   hyperbole					28. allegory				
13.   onomatopoeia					29. catharsis		
14.   alliteration					
15.   euphony and cacophony					
16.   paradox					

With some effort you can remember these and more.  You then can call on them to ace your essay.

BUT ONE MORE TIME- DON’T JUST SAY THAT SOMETHING IS AN EXAMPLE OF ALLITERATION OR THE POET MAKES A BIBLICAL ALLUSION HERE.  YOU MUST ASK YOURSELF: WHAT IS THIS DOING HERE?  HOW DOES IT FUNCTION?  YOU MUST ADDRESS YOURSELF TO ITS PURPOSE NOT JUST ITS IDENTIFICATION!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



Biblical Allusions in Literature

Aaron - Son of Amaran and Jochebed, was the interpreter for his younger brother Moses. Relies on Moses to gain forgiveness for him after he sins.    
	Cain and Abel - Sons of Adam and Eve. Able was the feeder for the sheep. Cain was expelled from Eden for killing Abel then he settled in Nod and built a city.     
	Absalom - son of David, he killed his half brother and was latter killed by his cousin Jacob. Before his death he was banished from the kingdom and raised a rebellion, despite this his death brought his father great grief.    
	Adam’s Rib - Refers to the rib god took from Adam to create Eve.  
	Ahab - was the seventh king of Israel. The land under his rule went into a drought because Ahab didn’t listen to Elijah and get rid of the pagan temple. Ahab was later killed in battle when he was disguised as a soldier.  
	Anathema - means something alone the lines of contemptible or vilified and doomed or set apart for destruction in Hebrew. 
	Apocalypse - A term from the book of Revelations, (the last book in the Bible). It refers to the end of the world.
	Apocrypha - Meaning something that is spurious or specious. Usually refers to something that is convincing enough to be considered true. 
	Ararat - Supposedly the resting place of Noah’s Ark after the Great flood in the Old Testament of the Bible (Mt. Ararat). Refers to something high and/ or holy. 
	Ark of the Covenant - As described in the Old Testament, a holy container in which the Ten Commandment were held. It refers to something revered, sacred, or respected.
	Armageddon - Refers to a major destructive battle or war. Found in the book of Revelations.
	Babylon - A city mentioned in the Bible that was home to a civilization of extravagance and hedonism. Refers to materialism and bodily pleasure. 
	Balm in Gilead - It is made up of hydrocarbon discharge from trees in North America. It is also considered to be a healing substance.
	Barabbas - He was supposed to be crucified, but he was released and Jesus Christ took his place on the cross. The people wanted the criminal to escape and the sinless One to be persecuted and killed.
	Bathsheba - She was another man's wife but she committed adultery with David. David had sent orders for Bathsheba's husband to be killed and then married her.
	Beatitude - The word means content or blessed. It describes certain personalities a person must understand. 
	Beelzebub - Is also sometimes referred to as a devil. Most people describe it as a top place in Hell's kingdom.
	Bethel - It means the "House of God." Josiah took over Bethel after the place escaped ruin during the Assyrian invasion. 
	Book of Life - The book of life is a allegorical book of God where he records the lives of those who are righteous and worthy of being in it. 
	Bread cast upon waters - An expression in the book of Ecclesiastes in the Old Testament, which is a saying that mentions that the good deeds by the people would ultimately benefit them. 
	Burning bush - is an object described by the Book of Exodus being located on Mount Horeb, according to the story, the bush was on fire, but was not totally consumed by the flames. It is also the same location, where Moses was appointed by Yahweh to lead Israelites out of Egypt and into Canaan. 
	Cabala - Is a collection of mystical and ethical Jewish writings from the medieval period. 
	Caiaphas - He was a Jewish high priest from 18 AD to 37 AD, and stated in the New Testament, that he was involved in the arrest and trial of Jesus in the garden of Gethsemane because at the time he was the chairman of the high court. 
	Canaan - This is an ancient term for the region of present-day Israel and the Palestinian Territories, this southern area included various ethnic groups, and is often mention in the bible as the "Holy Land" or "Promised Land." 
	Chariot of Fire & Elijah - a chariot of fire, which is pulled by horses of fire, it ascends to heaven with the king Elijah. It is used as a metaphor to the dawning of “Billy’s” execution.
	Coat of Many Colors & Joseph - Joseph was loved by his father more then his brothers were, his father gave him a “coat of many colors.”  His brothers were so jealous of him they stole his coat and got rid of him, drenching his coat in blood to fake his death. Joseph then predicted a famine and became governor of Egypt, in charge of all food. Joseph spared his brothers and proves to be better than them in so many aspects.
	Crown of Thorns - Worn by Jesus, the crown of thorns represents the sin that Jesus held upon his head for the people. It portrays sin, and his a painful punishment to place upon your head.
	Daniel in the lion’s den - The lion’s den was Daniel’s punishment for praying to God, it was forbidden for thirty days. The issue was given by those who were jealous of Daniel and wanted to see him dead. When the lions slept through the night without even harming Daniel, the King released him and threw those who accused Daniel into the lion’s den. This resembles the faith that Daniel had in his God; it shows that he was truly faithful.
	David - David is the servant of King Saul, although David is beneath him in class, Saul is jealous of David because he succeeds in everything. King Saul attempts several times to kill him and fails because David is a kind and faithful person.
	Day of Judgment - Judgment day takes place after the resurrection of the dead and the second coming; it is the judgment of every human by God. This symbolizes the last day to live and the acceptance of God, many look at it as something to live by, in fear to be cast into hell on judgment day.
	Deuteronomy - This means repeating the law. This biblical allusion mainly deals with Moses and his three discourses before dying. The three discourses include the events of the last 40 years in the wilderness, an addition to the law given on Mount Sinai, and the elders of Israel relation to Moses, respectively. 
	East of Eden - Allusion to where God put the first man, along with the Tree of Life, and where Cain went in the land of Nod. 
	Ecclesiastes - This allusion is defined as the preacher. This book of the Bible represents one who speaks to the public in an assembly.  
	Jacob and Esau - The two sons of Isaac and Rebekah. Esau was a skillful hunter, while Jacob was quiet and un-persistent.  
	Exodus - This means the departing from Egypt. This book of the Bible was written by Moses which contains two parts, which explain: the dramatic increase in Jacobs’s success in Egypt and a sketch of Israel as a nation in early times, respectively. 
	Feet of Clay - This saying was used in Daniel to pinpoint a weak part in a highly respected character. The excerpt is: “Thou, O king, sawest, and behold a great image ... his feet part of iron and part of clay. ... And as the toes of the feet were part of iron, and part of clay, so the kingdom shall be partly strong, and partly broken."
 Fishers of Men – followers of Jesus.
	Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse – sent to end the world by conquest, war, famine, and death. 
	Gabriel – (an angel) the messenger of God.
	Genesis – the beginning; the first book in the bible. 
	Gethsemane – a garden where Jesus prayed. 
	Gideon – slave of Egypt “freed” to save Israel from Midian’s rule. 
	Goliath- A Philistine giant, who day-by-day challenged a warrior to face him in single combat.  
Then he was defeated by a young boy named David.
	Good Samaritan- Is a person, who reflects God’s love through compassion.  If they   do this they will have eternal life.
	Gospel- Was a lesson that was taught by Jesus or his apostles.  This was taught usually in a Christian Church.

46.  Holy Grail- It was a goblet that Jesus drank out of at the Last supper.  It represent his blood; “True Blood.”
47. Haman- Plotted an evil intention of killing Modecai and the Jews.  Until, he was caught by Queen Esther and was sentenced to the gallows.
48. Herod the Great- The evil king of Jews ordered his soldiers to kill every innocent baby boy in Jerusalem.  His reason for doing this is to get rid of the future king of Jews whom was Jesus.
House Divided - Basically, a house that is separated, or contains some sort of separation, is a house that cannot be supported. 
Inherit the wind - If someone brings misfortune and despair to their own family, then they will end up inheriting the wind (nothing). 
Isaac & Abraham - The story from Genesis 22 when God promised a son to Abraham only later to test his loyalty and ask Abraham to kill his unborn son, Isaac. When Abraham agrees, God understands Abraham's loyalty, and accepts a ram as a sacrifice instead. 
Isaiah - Considered to be the author of the Book of Isaiah, he is also called "the prophet" because the Book of Isaiah is the part of the Bible containing vast amounts of prophecies. 
Jehovah - The name for the God in Hebrew religion. 
Jephtha's daughter - The daughter of Jephtha was sacrificed due to the careless vow her father made to sacrifice whomever came out of the city first. Within the two month's period of her remaining life, she requested that she would stay a virgin. 
Jericho - The oldest city in the world. It has been inhabited since 9000 BC. It was ruled by Joshua; the leader who succeeded Moses. This city was attacked, abandoned, and destroyed several times. 
Jezebel - She was the queen of Israel, married to King Ahab of Israel. She killed anyone that got in her way and led her husband into the same way of life. She is referred to as a corrupt woman, wicked, evil, a floozy.
Job - He was a wealthy and righteous man. He lived under God’s law. All of a sudden he lost everything, his kids, his wealth, and hearing. Job never loses his faith in God and so God blesses him with more progeny and a long life for “passing the test.”
John the Baptist - He baptized Jesus in the Jordan River. He was a preacher and was killed by Herod Antipas.
Jonah - God tells him to go preach to Nineveh, however, Jonah doesn’t want to and so he instead he sails to Tarshish. A really strong storm starts falling down on Jonah and the Sailors and Jonah admits that this is because he didn’t follow God’s orders and tells the Sailors that if he’s thrown off board the storm will cease. They throw him off once they see the storm wasn’t stopping, as soon as he falls into the seas the storm stops. A whale swallows Jonah and while in it he prays to God for forgiveness so God makes the whale vomit Jonah and orders Jonah to go to Nineveh once more.
Lazarus - There are two Lazarus in the bible. One of them was a beggar who would always lay in front of Dives’s house. Dives was a rich man and he only gave Lazarus less than his leftovers. Once they both died Dives was in hell dying of thirst he asked Lazarus to touch his tongue with a drop of water from his finger.                                                                                                                         - The other Lazarus is referred to as Lazarus of Bethany. His sisters Martha and Mary went out looking for Jesus because Lazarus was really ill. Jesus took a long time to get there and by the time he made it to Lazarus’s house he had been dead for four days already so Jesus brought him back from the dead.
Leviathan - Leviathan comes from the Old Testament in the bible.  It represents a frightening animal, mainly from the oceans.  It’s from the religions Judaism and Christianity, where Christians think the animal is evil.
Leviticus - Leviticus is parts of both the Torah and Bible.  It claims laws of God that people need to follow.  It mainly means the bond that people have with God and what the laws are by having that bond.
Lot and Lot’s Wife - Part of the Koran and Bible, Lot and lot’s wife is about a story of Lot trying to stop the people of the city, Sodom, from getting to the angels by sacrificing his daughters.  The people of the city really had no desire for the daughters, and the angels told Lot and his family to just go and “not look back”.  Unfortunately, Lot’s wife did and she became salt.
Lucifer - Lucifer in the bible is basically the name for the devil.  The bible discusses Lucifer being a bad angel before.  So, in many parts of the bible, the name Lucifer is for the devil.
Mary Magdalene - Mary Magdalene is a saint and is originated from the new testament of the bible.  She had an exorcism and once she got rid of the evil things inside her, she traveled with Jesus.  She was then said to have seen the resurrection of Jesus after he died from his crucifixion.
Mammon - Mammon is also from the New Testament in the bible, and it’s an obsession with having great things in life.  It’s a horrible thing, because people who believe it think it’s bad to be way too obsessed with having the great things.  It also means a God that is fake, still in relation to the obsession.
  There is no 67                                                                                     
Manna from heaven - bread sent from heaven; John 6:58 "This is the bread that came down from heaven. Your forefathers ate manna and died, but he who feeds on this bread will live forever." 
Massacre of the Innocents - one of the most brutal scenes in biblical history; to stop a Messiah from coming, Herod ordered the soldiers to kill all the new born boys. 
Messiah - someone "anointed" with holy oil and is sent to complete God's purposes.  
Mount of Olives - 2 mile long mountain ridge or hill in east east Jerusalem with 3 hill peaks with a tower on each one from north to south; burial ground; olive trees estimated to be 1 or 2 thousand years old. 
Nebuchadnezzar - great and powerful Babylonian empire founder and king; name means: "Nebo is the protector against misfortune"; his son, Evilmerodach, succeeded him. 
Noah and the Flood - 10th in descent from Adam; ordered to build a boat that could carry himself, his family, and a male and female from every species of animals and birds. a flood covers the earth but when God remembers Noah and his ark, dry land appears. 
Olive Branch - in the Old Testament (Bible), during the floods coming to the end of them Noah sent a dove to find out if it was alright to get off the ark. The dove came back with an olive branch. The olive branch means "peace" or hope for "peace". 
"Pearls Before Swine"- In the bible; book of Matthew Chapter 7 verse 6; treasure your valuables rather than waste them on people or events, valuables for example are oneself or even morals and value one holds.  
Pharisees - religious group of people or a school; can also be considered to be like a modern day political party because they were very much involved in politics. 
Philistine - immigrants of the time which the bible is set to take place, a modern day migratory people who leave their country to come to another. 
Potter’s Field - land purchased by the church of a city to bury Jewish people who were considered not to be an inhabitant of the fore mentioned city. "Thirty pieces of silver rejected by Judas" was used to by the land. 
Prodigal Son - referred to as a lost son who found his way; A man had two sons the younger of the two inherits money waste it in an impious manner, he comes to his senses comes home and is welcomed in open arms much to the dislike of his brother who gets jealous.  
Proverbs - A powerful scripture in the bible. Proverbs provide the mind with knowledge of the world we live in and it a submission to the way of God that is the order of life God has revealed as best for men and women. 
Render Unto Caesar - This is the response that Jesus said to his enemies who were trying to trap him. They were asking him whether it was right for the Jews to take over the Roman Empire. To pay tribute to the empire he asked the people who was on the coin and it was Caesar. The Jews had to respect that the roman government could tax them. As a result god told the people, “Render unto Caesar the things which are Caesar’s, and unto God the things that are God’s.”  
Ruth - Ruth was married to Mahlon son of Elimelech and Naomi of Bethlehem. Elimelech dies along with son Mahlon and Chilion. Naomie urges Ruth to return to her parents. Unlike Mahlon other wife she refuses ti leave and remarried. But Ruth replied, "Don't urge me to leave you, or to turn back from you. Where you go I will go, and where you stay I will stay. Your people will be my people, and your God my God. She was loyal and never left her mother in law side. 
Sackcloth and ashes - People prayed to god with sackcloth with ashes on it when they supplicated. It was an ancient Hebrew custom to wear sackcloth dusted with or accompanied by ashes as a sign of humbleness in religious ceremonies. 
Salt of the earth - Salt was once traded for gold and people thought it was precious to have. Disciples were called salt of the earth by god. The Romans then adapted this when they baptized their newborn. They dropped salt on the infants tongue.
Sermons on the Mount - This were a remarkable speech made by god to his people. It thought the people the way of life and how to avoid sins. God made his way up the beatitudes toward attaining the Blessedness of a Divine Life. 
Seven Deadly Sins – Although there is not an actual list in the Bible of the seven deadly sins, there are lists of values contrasted with sins. The seven sins include lust, gluttony, pride, wrath, greed, envy, and sloth. In the Bible, it is said that "these six things doth the Lord hate," meaning that just one of the sins listed will constitute as an act against God. 
Sodom and Gomorrah – Two ancient cities that were destroyed by God with brimstone and fire. If ten righteous people were found in Sodom, then the Lord would have mercy on the city. However, only one righteous man, Lot, was found and he was warned to leave the city. The term is used to describe places known for sin and crime. 
Solomon’s Judgment – Two new mothers approach King Solomon with one baby boy in hand. One of the women had suffocated her baby in the middle of the night and now claimed that the live child is her own. King Solomon requests for a sword with the intent of splitting the boy into two. Hearing this, the boy’s true mother cries out that he should give the child to the other woman, while the other woman says to divide the boy. Solomon realizes that the first woman is the real mother of the boy because she had motherly instincts to protect the child. 
Talmud – In Judaism, the Talmud is a collection of writings of the two oral laws Mishna and Gemara. There are two Talmuds; the Babylonian and the Palestinian. The Talmud is of great importance to Judaism because it outlines religious authority.  
Thirty Pieces of Silver – Judas received thirty pieces of silver for betraying Jesus. Now, any disloyal or double-crossing act in exchange for a payment is known as thirty pieces of silver.
Turn the other cheek - Jesus' philosophy from his Sermon on the Mount. It is said that if someone were to betray you or approach you aggressively, then you simply turn the other cheek. The expression is used to describe how to react to a situation without the use of violence.
Via Dolorosa - Meaning, "Way of Greif" or "Way of Suffering" in Latin. - The path Jesus walked to his crucifixion.- The street is referred to Via Dolorosa and is located in the Old City of Jerusalem.
Voice Crying in the Wilderness - "The voice of him that crieth in the wilderness, Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make straight in the desert a highway for our God.”                                                                                                                          - Means "a voice that noone heeds."
- It is a Hebrew belief that there is no cry at all, but a prophet is being instructed to pave a path.
Vulgate - A revision of the Old Latin Translations of the Bible  - The standard version of the Bible for the Roman Catholics.
Wages of Sin - Meaning that a sinner will be sentenced to torment eternally. - For the wages of sin is death; but the gift of God is eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord.
Wailing Wall - Also referred to as the wall of prayer as well as the Western wall. - There were time periods when the Jews were not allowed to go to the wall for prayer.
Weeping and gnashing of teeth – Mentioned in 7 passages of the New Testament, 6 in Matthew and 1 in Luke. Basically refers to hell; there’s “weeping and gnashing of teeth” in hell.  
Wither thou goest, I will go – Meaning wherever you go I’ll go. Part of Ruth 1:16-17 in the Bible. This is what Ruth said to her mother-in-law showing her loyalty. "Entreat me not to leave thee or to return from following after thee: for wither thou goest, I will go; and where thou lodgest I will lodge; thy people shall be my people, and thy God my God: where thou diest, will I die, and there will I be buried: the Lord do so to me, and more also, if aught but death part thee and me" (Ruth 1:16-17). 
The Last Supper – The last meal Jesus had with his 12 disciples. It was said in 1 Corinthians 11:23-26 that Jesus took the bread and wine and told his disciples to remember him. The bread and wine symbolized his body and blood. 
Babel – A tower built in the city of Babylon which was destined to reach up to heaven.
Joshua – Was born in Egypt during the period of enslavement of Hebrews. Son of a man called Nun who was part of the tribe Ephraim of Israel. Accompanied Moses partly up Mount Sinai where the Ten Commandments were received. Also was one of Moses’ 12 spies in the land of Canaan. 
Judas Iscariot - One of the twelve apostles who went to the chief priests to betray Jesus. He was a traitor.
Land of Goshen - Place where Israelites reside.
Land of Nod - In Genesis 4: 16 Cain went to live East of Eden in the Land of Nod. Nod meaning wandering.

Greek Pantheon of Gods:
1.	Achilles – Son of Peleus and Thetis, Achilles was the strongest among the Greeks who fought in the Trojan War. It was prophesized that without Achilles the Trojan War could not be won. Achilles willingly participated in the Trojan War knowing that it would mean an early death for him. During the war, Achilles conquered twenty-three Trojan towns and defeated the Trojan hero Hector. He died when Paris with help from Apollo struck him with an arrow.
 
2.	Acropolis – In the ancient city of Athens, Acropolis was a fortified citadel and state sanctuary. Acropolis was surrounded by fortified wall used for defense and later it was turned into a sanctuary for the Greek goddess, Athena.
 
3.	Adonis – Adonis is the result of Myrrha’s incest with her father Theias. After Myrrha became pregnant, she was turned into a tree by Aphrodite. Adonis emerged from the tree when it burst opened. Aphrodite and Persephone were moved by Adonis’ beauty and sheltered him. Adonis spent one third of the year with Aphrodite, and one third with Persephone, and Adonis was given the choice to do anything for the last third of the year. Adonis usually would spend the last third of the year with Aphrodite. Adonis died when he was fatally wounded by a wild boar. 
 
Agamemnon – Son of Atreus, Agamemnon was the king of Mycenae. He led the Greek  warriors in the battle of Toy. After the Trojan War was won, he returned home, only to be killed by his wife, Clytemnestra, and her new lover Aegisthus.  

5. Amazon Women: The word Amazon is of unknown origin, however a folk etymology popped up which explained the word as being a deriviative of the preface "a-", meaning "without", followed by "mazos", meaning "breast". The Amazons were a mythical ancient nation of all-female warriors.Amazons were said to have lived in Pontus, which is part of modern day Turkey near the shore of the Euxine Sea (the Black Sea), where they formed an independent kingdom under the government of a queen, often named Hippolyta.Historically, Amazons were portrayed as beautiful women in Amazonomachies, which was an artform showing battles between the Amazons and Greeks. Amazons were trained to use all weapons, especially in single combat. They were honorable, courageous, brave and represented rebellion against sexism. Their tales spread quickly and soon stories of the Amazons were everywhere, including Africa, Asia, Europe, South America (the Amazon River was named after the female warriors), and North America in the mid-1900s with the comic book hero, Wonder Woman.
6. Aphrodite: In Greek religion and mythology, the goddess of fertility, love, lust, and beauty. "Foam-arisen" Aphrodite was born of the sea foam near Paphos, Cyprus after Cronus cut off Uranus' testicles and threw them behind him into the sea. Aphrodite had no childhood: in every image and each reference she is born adult, nubile, and infinitely desirable.Though she is one of the few gods of the Greek Pantheon to be actually married, she is frequently unfaithful to her husband. Her hubandHephaestus is one of the most even-tempered of the Hellenic deities; but Aphrodite seems to prefer Ares, the volatile god of war .Her domain may involve love, but it does not involve romance; rather, it tends more towards lust.
7. Apollo: In Greek religion and mythology, one of the most important Olympian gods, concerned especially with prophecy, medicine, music and poetry, archery, and various bucolic arts, particularly the care of flocks and herds. He was also frequently associated with the higher developments of civilization, such as law, philosophy, and the arts. As patron of music and poetry, he was often connected with the Muses.
8. Ares: In Greek mythology, he is the son of Zeus (ruler of the gods) and Hera. Though often  referred to as the Olympian god of war, he is more accurately the god of savage war, or bloodlust, or slaughter personified.Vultures and dogs are sacred to him.Among the gods, Ares was recognized by his brazen armour; he brandished a spear in battle.Ares appears as cruel, aggressive, and blood-thirsty, reviled by both gods and humans.
  9. Argonauts - The sailors of the Good Ship Argo.they were brought together by the hero Jason
to accompany him in the quest of the Golden Fleece. After many adventures, they came to Colchis
and stole the fleece with the help of Medea and later returned home.

          	 10. Artemis- is the daughter or Leto and Zeus, she also has a twin sister named Apollo. She
is the goddess of wilderness. Artemis was known for the crescent of the moon on her forehead,
and was a virgin goddess of one of the Olympians. Her main purpose was roaming the mountains,
forests, and uncultivated land in search for hunting lions, panthers, hinds, and stags.

11. Atlantis- The mythical city of Atlantis was first described by Plato to be a city of great beauty and great technology. Its advanced culture was said to be located in the waters of the Atlantic
(hence the name Atlantis.) A great flood occurred, maybe cause by an underwater volcano,
causing the water to rise and ultimately sink the city. .Plato describes that the people were driven
away from the gods with giving in to human weaknesses and Zeus soon put an end to this.

12. Athena- She is the daughter of Zeus and Metus (wisdom), She is known to be the patron
Goddess associated with the protection of cities and acropolis, Along with many responsibilities, she was in charge of the fruiting of Olive trees and charged with the protection of horses and oxen. An owl symbolizes her. Artists such as sculptors, architects, and practitioners prayed to her as a goddess of the arts of peace.

13.  Athens- The capital and largest city in Greece, believed to be named after goddess Athena,    who supposedly won a contest against Poseidon to be guardian the city.

14.  Caduceus- A staff with wings and two snakes wrapped around it. The staff was believed to have transformative powers and is well associated with the Greek god Hermes.

15.  Cassandra- Daughter of Hecuba and King Priam. Apollo gave her the gift of prophecy because he was infatuated with her. When she refused Apollo, he cursed her to tell the truth but never to be believed.

16. Centaurs- Creatures that have the upper body of a man and the lower body of a horse. They were said to be offspring of the son of Ares, Ixoin, and a cloud. They symbolize the dark, mischievous forces of nature.

17.  Cerberus - A gigantic three-headed dog sometimes known as hellhound. Cerberus guarded the  gate to Hades and ensured that no dead spirits could leave. Very few have managed to evade the creature, most notably Hercules, who wrestled it into submission.
 
18. Clytemnestra - The wife of Agamemnon, she is also believed to be the partial daughter of Zeus and Leda. While her husband was at war she had an affair with one of his kinsmen. She would eventually kill Agamemnon and Princess Cassandra of Troy who he brought back.
 
19. Crete-Minoan Civilization - Civilization which arose on Crete, an island in the Aegean Sea. Thrived during the Bronze Age, but eventually declined with the discovery of iron.  It flourished from 2700 to 1450 B.C. 

20. Cyclops - A monstrous one-eyed creature that provides Zeus with thunderbolts, Hades' helmet of invisibility, and Poseidon's trident. The Cyclops Polyphemus, son of Poseidon, was killed by the hero Odysseus.

21. Daedalus and Icarus-Father and son that were banished from Athens after Daedalus killed his nephew because he thought he would surpass him in talent. They later fled to Crete where they were incarcerated for aiding in the kidnapping of the king and queens daughter. So, they built artificial wings to escape; Icarus died after his wings got to close to the sun.

22. Delphi-Very popular site in ancient times, it was the site of the sanctuary for Apollo, the Pythian Games, and the legendary Oracle "Pythia". Delphi was also known as the center of the world.

23. Demeter-The Greek goddess who brings forth fruit and grains. When Demeter's daughter Persephone was abducted, Demeter would not allow grains to grow until  she was returned to her. 

24. Deus ex machina- Used in works of fiction or drama to resolve a situation or untangle the plot.  It means “god out of a machine.”

25. Dionysus - Commonly known as Bacchus to the Romans. On one hand he is Greek god of wine, agriculture, and fertility of nature. He represents the intoxicating power of wine, but also the outstanding features of mystery religions, such as those practiced at Eleusis: ecstasy, personal delivery from the daily world through physical or spiritual intoxication to some generally standing up for its social and beneficial influences. He is viewed as the promoter of civilization, a lawgiver, and lover of peace. His divine mission was to mingle the music of the flute and bring end to care and worry. According to one myth, Dionysus is the son of the god Zeus and the mortal woman, Semele (daughter of Cadmus of Thebes). 

26. Golden Fleece - is that of the winged ram Chrysamallos. It represents the tale of Jason who sett off with his band of Argonauts in search for a Fleece that will rightfully place Jason on the throne of lolcus in Thessaly. The story currently survives in many forms, but the classic telling is the Argonautica of Apollomius of Rhodes. 

27. Golden Mean - The desirable middle between two extremes, one of excess and the other of deficiency.  This is seen in philosophy, especially that of Aristotle. To the Greek mentality, it was an attribute of beauty. Both ancients and moderns realized that "there is a close association in mathematics between beauty and truth". The poet John Keats, in his Ode on a Grecian Urn, put it this way: 

Beauty is truth, truth beauty,  that is all
Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know.

The Greeks believed there to be three existents of beauty: symmetry, proportion, and harmony. These three principles infused their life. They were very much attuned to beauty as an object of love and something that was to be imitated and reproduced in their lives, architecture, Paideia and politics. 

28. Hades - Probably the derivative of the Indo-European meaning 'unseen'. This world represents both the ancient Greek underworld and the god of the dead. He is the son of  Cronus and Rhea. When the three sons of Cronus divided the world among each other, Hades was given the underworld, while his brothers Zeus and Poseidon took the upper world and the sea respectively. He has a helmet to make himself invisible, but he rarely leaves he underworld. He is the King of the dead, but do not get this confused with the god of death, Thanatos. 


29.Harpies- "Snatchers" were terible monsters that looked like birds with uly women's heads. Originally they were the personifications of the storm winds, but in time they became physical beings. They acted as punishing beings. 
 
30.Heinrich Schliemann- Born to the family of a poor German parson, Schliemann made his fortune in commerce - first through buying and selling during the California Gold Rush and then during the Crimean War. Being a merchant, however, was not his goal, his real goal was to  find Troy.  Schliemann and his wife uncovered several ancient cities, including Troy and Mycenae. No one believed them until they actually made their discoveries , unfortunately, they didn't quite do everything they had meant to do. In Troy, for example, Schliemann drilled down through several cities built during different eras. The one he finally settled on, the oldest, was actually older than the Homeric city which he missed. But he was definetely able to improve our knoledge and appreciation for the acient world. 
 
31.Hera- Zeus' sister and wife, daughter of Cronus and Rhea. Hera was guees of heaven and the gods and goddess of women and marriege. She was generallly described as an avenging, punishing those that had displeased her severely. 
 
32.Hermes- The god's messenger and protector of the travelers, merchants, herds, gymnasiums, statium, good luck and wealth, Hermes was pictured as with winged sandels, a winged hat (petasos) ans a magic wand (caducu). 

33. Hyperion – a titan who observed the movement of the sun, the moon, and the seasons. He is known as the ‘God of Observation.’
 
34. Ilia-  also known as Rhea Silvia. Amulius made Rhea Silvia a priestess so that she wouldn’t have children to make claims against his throne. After the birth of her two sons, Amulius threw the boys into the Tiber River, but they were rescued. Ilia  was the mythical mother of the twins Romulus and Remus. Her two sons founded the city of Rome. 
 
35. Ithaca – The home of Odysseus. Ithaca is an island off the coast of Epirus. Ithaca came from the Greek word “ithy” meaning cheerful.
 
36. Jason – son of Aeson. He obtained the Golden Fleece and married Medea. Jason left Medea for another woman and Medea killed the woman and her own children by Jason.

37. Knossos - Knossos was a flamboyant palace in Ancient Greece. According to legend, the palace was designed for King Minos by famed architect Dedalos. The palace was so complex that no one placed in it could ever find its exit. After the palace was built, King Minos kept the architect prisoner to ensure that he would not reveal the palace plan to anyone. The historical site of Knossos is usually identified as the site of the labyrinth.  
38. Medea - In Greek mythology, Medea was the daughter of King Aeëtes of Colchis , niece of Circe, and later wife to Jason. In the play "Medea", Jason leaves Medea when Creon, King of Corinth offers him his daughter.  

39. Medusa-Gorgon - Medusa was a monstrous female character. She could turn men to stone just from merely gazing at her. She was beheaded by the human hero Perseus, who used her head as a weapon until giving it to the goddess Athena to place on her shield.

40. Minotaur – In Geek Mythology, the Minotaur was a creature that was said to be part man and part bull. It lived in the center of Knossos , which was an elaborate palace built for King Minos and designed by the architect Dedalos to hold the Minotaur. He and his son Icarus were ordered to build it. The Minotaur was eventually killed by Theseus.The creature had the head and tail of a bull on the body of a man. It caused such terror and destruction on Crete that Daedalus was summoned again, but this time by Minos himself. He ordered the architect to build a gigantic, intricate labyrinth from which escape would be impossible. The Minotaur was captured and locked in the labyrinth. Every year for nine years, seven youths and maidens came as tribute from Athens. These young people were also locked in the labyrinth for the Minotaur to feast upon. 
When the Greek hero Theseus reached Athens, he learned of the Minotaur and the sacrifices, and wanted to end this. He volunteered to go to Crete as one of the victims. Upon his arrival in Crete, he met Ariadne, Minos's daughter, who fell in love with him. She promised she would provide the means to escape from the maze if he agreed to marry her. When Theseus did, she gave him a simple ball of thread, which he was to fasten close to the entrance of the maze. He made his way through the maze, while unwinding the thread, and he stumbled upon the sleeping Minotaur. He beat it to death and led the others back to the entrance by following the thread. 
41. Mount Olympus: Mt. Olympus is the highest mountain in Greece and one of the highest in Europe. In Greek mythology, Mount Olympus, is the home to the 12 Olympiads or Principal Gods. In mythology it is also believed that the Titans used the mountains as thrones, Cronus using Mount Olympus as his.

42. Narcissus: Narcissus was an ancient hero of the territory of Thespiae in Boeotia. Narcissus was known to be extremely beautiful and proud. The mythological tale varies but it is believed that Narcissus feel in love with his own reflection and realized it was himself when he attempted to kiss it. In different stories he either kills himself, drowns, or both and turns into a Narcissus flower.

43. Niobe: In Greek mythology the most popular story of Niobe is that she was a mortal woman who thought herself superior to the goddess Leto because she had more children than her (Leto had the twins Apollo and Artemis, Niobe had 7 boys and 7 girls.) In the story Apollo and Artemis used poisonous arrows to kill some or all of Niobe's children. Niobe's husband, Amphion of Thebes, then killed himself. Niobe then went to Mount Sipylus and turned to stone as she wept. In Mount Sipylus there is a stone in the shape of a human face that looks like it weeps, since the stone is made from limestone and sucks in rainwater.

44. Odysseus: Odysseus was the king of Ithaca and is the main hero of Homer's "Odyssey" and has a big role in the "Iliad". He fought in the Trojan War and then had a ten year adventure trying to get back home. During his ten year adventure Odysseus had to use immense intelligence and bravery to fend of Cyclops, Sirens, and many other things. 

45. Oracle: is a person or agency considered to be a source of wise counsel or prophetic opinion. It can also be a prediction of the future, from deities, that is spoken through another object or life form. 
 
 46. Orestes: Was the son of Agamemnon and Clytemnestra. He is also the subject of various legends connected with madness and purification. 
	 
47.Peloponnesian War:(431–404 BC) Was an Ancient Greek military conflict, fought by Athenian empire against the Peloponnesian League, led by Spartans.
 
48. Penelope: The faithful wife of Odysseus, who keeps her suitors at bay in his long absence and is rejoined with him at last. 

49. Perseus- The founder of Mycenae and the Perseid dynasty. He was the first of the Greek mythic heroes who helped figure out the hegemony (the existence of dominance) of Zeus and the Twelve Olympians. He was also the hero who killed Medusa.
 
50. Poseidon-The Greek god of the sea, horses, and earthquakes. Was venerated (a religious symbolic act giving honor to someone by honoring an image of that person)
in Bronze Age Greece but was then integrated into the Olympian Gods. He is also the brother of Zeus and Hades.
 
51. Prometheus- A Titan, known for his intelligence, who stole fire from Zeus and gave it to mortals for their use. Prometheus is blamed for playing a pivotal role in the early history of humankind.
 
52. Scylla and Charybdis- Two sea monsters of Greek mythology both on opposite sides of a narrow channel of water. Sailors that avoided Charybdis will pass too close to Scylla and vice versa. This phrase, “”between Scylla and Charybdis” means being in a state where one is in 2 dangers and moving away from one will bring you closer to another. Scylla lived on the cliffs and Charybdis was a dangerous whirlpool. Both fates were difficult to overcome.
 
53. Sisyphus: King and founder of Corinth, he tricked Hades into handcuffing himself, avoiding his own death.  He also later tricked Persephone into letting him out of the underworld to complete unfinished business concerning his burial.  Eventually, he was taken back to Tartarus. Punishment for his crimes consisted of rolling a boulder up a hill and then watching it roll back down for an eternity. 
 
 54. Socrates: An ancient Athenian philosopher.  He is often given credit for setting the foundation for Western philosophy.  He developed the Socratic Method and Socratic irony.  He was executed for his beliefs and could have saved his own life by forsaking philosophy.
 
 55. Sparta: A city in southern Greece. Sparta was dedicated to military training and had the most fearsome army in all of Greece.  They are also known for their victories over the Athenian and Persian empires.  Spartan kings were believed to be direct descendants of Heracles himself.
 
56. Tantalus- The son of Zeus and the ruler of Sipylos. He got his name from being "tantalized"   with food and water because he offered the god’s food to mortals and was punished. When he would bend to drink, the water would drain away and when he tried to eat, wind would blow all the food out of his reach.

57. Telemachus- He was the son of Odysseus and Penelope. When his father had been gone for many years he tried to protect Penelope from all the suitors but was unsuccessful. He tried to find his father and with Athena’s (the goddess of wisdom) help finds him and returns to kill all the suitors.

58. Theseus- His father is unknown, but thought to be either Aegeus or Poseidon. Before he was born his father placed a sword and sandals under a rock so that he could get them only when he was old enough. When he grows up Theseus defeats both the Marathonian Bull and a Minotaur and eventually becomes king of Athens.

59. Vulcan-The Roman god of fire, especially destructive fire, and craftsmanship. He is identified by the Greek as Hephaestus and forges weapons for gods and heroes.
"Vulcan." Encyclopedia Mythica from Encyclopedia  Mythica Online.
<http://www.pantheon.org/articles/v/vulcan.html>

60. Zeus-  The supreme ruler and spiritual leader for both gods and men. He upheld justice, law, and morals. Often used thunderstorms and lightning against his enemies and was the youngest son of Cronus and Rhea.
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 "Zeus." Encyclopedia Mythica from Encyclopedia Mythica Online.
<http://www.pantheon.org/articles/z/zeus.html>
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